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Wonder woman earth one vol. 1

Share Share Appearing in Wonder Woman: Earth One Featured Characters: Wonder Woman (First Full Appearance) Supporting Characters: Villains: Hercules (Only Appearance; Dies) Medusa (First Appearance) Other Characters: Places: Articles: Vehicles: Synopsis for Wonder Woman: Earth One Queen Hippolyte is submissive to her,
who has chained her and wants to make an example of her Hippolytus prays to Aphrodite for help, who talks to him and lets him know that by taking a stolen belt Hercules has on his waist, he will not be protected. She takes the belt as Hercules insists on requiring Hippolytus to tell him what she has learned from him. She responds by
attacking him and breaking his neck and chains. Hippolytus frees the Amazons and leads them to fight against the arriving Greek army. After the battle, Hippolytus asked Aphrodite to allow the Amazons to withdraw from the world of men and prosper in peace. Three thousand years later, Paradise Island is a thriving civilization. Queen
Hippolyte stands on a terrace as an invisible plane lands on a heavily guarded square below. From the plane descends Princess Diana, who is immediately arrested on the orders of the Queen. Diana does not resist the constraints and informs the guard that she comes of her own will. Nubia informs the Queen that the Trial Arena is
waiting and that the Fates have been summoned. Nubia approaches Diana and criticizes the lipstick and Diana's actions. The Amazons gather in the Trial Arena as the accusations against Princess Diana of the Amazon are exposed by nubia. Fates, Atropos, Clotho and Lachesis, are called by the defense. The Lasso of Truth is presented
to Diana who holds her as she begins to tell the events ... On the eve of Huntress's Moon and the Feast of Diana (the Goddess), Diana (the Princess) brings an injured deer, Dindra, to Althea's studio. Althea allows Diana to use the Ray projector to heal the deer as Diana understands the ray better than anyone else. After the deer is
healed and on her family's way, Althea asks Diana if she will participate in the games. Diana tells him that her mother forbids her from competing because of her strength and stamina being an unfair advantage over other wonder women in the Amazon. Hippolytus watches a screen (The Magic Sphere) deliver news about the World of Man
(image shows the similarity with the September 11 attack at the World Trade Center). As she abhors the man, Diana enters and asks about the foreign language on screen, but Hippolyte just tells Diana that the human world is in constant conflict and that Diana is interested in how the magical sphere Hippolytus tells her that one day she
will learn, for it is as much a curse as a blessing. Hippolytus reflected on Diana's origins, telling her that she had just clay modeled on a dream she had. Diana complains and accuses her mother of prohibiting her participation in the Games. The games begin and, as the Amazons are competing and celebrating, Diana appears to them
wearing Hercules' lion's headdress, challenging them to follow her and disappear into the forest. The Amazons follow Diana, but they can't find her. After a while, Diana reaches the beach and notices a wreckage of a plane and a pilot walking to shore with a parachute on her back. The pilot fainted. In the present, as the trial continues,
Althea is called as a witness. Althea explains that Diana took the healing ray. In the past, Diana reaches a cave where she guards the pilot, who is identified as Air Lieutenant Steven Trevor of the United States Air Force. She identifies as Diana and checks Steven to check that he is a man. Diana tries to heal Steven with the healing ray
without effect. Steven tells him he has to call his government. As the matches continue, the women of new Athena's sister town New Sparta arrive to face Mala, the undefeated champion of the Amazon. Diana arrives again and challenges Mala to compete on the Kanga, a spear-throwing tournament on kangaroos. As Diana wins, she
demands Mala's swan plan as a tribute. To everyone's amazement, Diana is crowned the winner. Diana is summoned by her mother who reprimands her for her behavior. She also has a strange smell on Diana. Diana doesn't want to listen to any reason and leaves her mother there. Hippolytus finally understands that there must be a man
on the island and orders a manhunt. As Diana places Steven on the plane, Mala arrives and demands diana to return Steven. Currently, Mala is called to testify at trial. She accuses Diana of breaking tradition. In the past, Diana goes under heavy pursuit by the Amazonian skycycles led by Mala. She manages to escape. Hippolytus is
informed and she calms Mala and promises to consult the goddesses and act accordingly. Diana arrives on american shores and takes Steven to the hospital. Back at Paradise Island, Hippolyte and Nubia visit the subway and summon the Queen of the Gorgons and ask her to show Diana how difficult and in short the world of man can
be. Diana already discovers it on her own as she finds many sick and dying women in the hospital. She faces the army and is impressed by their weakness and small size. In the present, Diana tells her mother how sick she was and wanted to come back, but Hippolyte stops her and calls Elizabeth Candy to testify... In the past, Beth and
her sisters from the sorority Beta Lambda travel by bus when he is struck by lightning and falls off a bridge. Diana saves them from certain death and tows them with her swan plan. Like Beth History, Hippolyte acknowledges that she triggered the Gorgon Medusa and hurricane all to bring Diana back. Beth yells at her and shouts her
defense at Diana's worth. Back in the military officers inform Steven Trevor about his mission. He explains that he went through a hurricane and arrived on an unexplored island in the Bermuda Triangle. He adds that a swimsuit model saved him. At this point, there is a commotion at the hospital as Diana arrives with Beth. Steven calls him
Wonder Woman; Diana forces the army to submit to the authority of Wonder Women of Amazonia. The army ordered Steven Trevor to find the location of Paradise Island. Diana and Steve are in a room at the Ellis Hotel. In the present, Beth remembers how she and her members of the sorority created Diana's outfit, about the attack on
the Gorgon and how Diana found a soldier and Steven turned into stone. In the present, Diana runs to the Gorgon which escapes and finds a group of Amazonians waiting for her. After reflecting on the situation, Diana goes to the party and submits asking for a trial by the truth. She was then taken prisoner. Right now, she's producing
Steven Trevor turned into stone. She then uses the Healing Ray, having recalibrated it at the frequency of the human world, restoring it to life. He then receives the Lasso and is interrogated by Hippolytus. Steven explains that he followed Germany's ancient intelligence about a ghost signal and gives his speech on humanity's desire for
power and tells the Amazonians that he is now on their side. Hippolytus then called the trial, but Diana called the trial a sham unless Hippolyte was also called as a witness. As Diana asks her what substance she is made of, Hippolytus reluctantly reveals that she created Diana from an egg in her uterus and seeds from Hercules. After a
while, the mother and daughter kiss. Hippolytus then tries to abdicate her throne in favor of Diana in a move to make her stay on Paradise Island, but Amazonian laws forbid this, and then she submits to her fate. Diana hears the final decision of Fates and declares that she will not be a weapon or a warrior. Later, Diana finally arrives at
the World of Man. Notes This book includes a 17-page sketchbook by Yanick Paquette Despite the almost identical name, this comic takes place on a different reality (Earth-1) from the pre-crisis Earth-One. AnecdoteS This is the fourth title in the Earth One series. See also Recommended Reading Links and References Community
content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. DC Comics graphic novel series Wonder Woman: Earth OnePublication informationPublisherEarth One (DC Comics)GenreSuperheroPublication date (Volume One)April 6, 2016 (Volume Two)October 3, 2018 (Volume Three)March 9, 2021Main character (s)Wonder
WomanCreative teamWriter(s)Grant PaquetteLetterer(s)Todd KleinColorist Nathan Fairbairn Wonder Woman: Earth One is a series of graphic novels published by DC Comics as part of the Earth One line. The series is written by Morrison and illustrated by Yanick Paquette. The first volume of the series was released on April 6, 2016,
while Volume Two was released on October 3, 2018. [2] The third volume will be released on March 9, 2021. [4] Wonder Woman: Earth One Volume One is the fourth original graphic novel to be announced by DC Comics as part of the Earth One line of graphic novels established in 2009. [5] It follows the releases of Superman: Earth
One, Batman: Earth One and Teen Titans: Earth One. Plot Volume A demigod Hercules captured Queen Hippolytus and several other Amazons, degrading the queen in front of her subjects. Hippolytus asks for the help of Aphrodite, who reveals that Hippolytus must retrieve his belt to protect himself from evil against Hercules. She does,
and seduces Hercules long enough to break her neck with her own chains. She then frees her fellow Amazons and defeats the band of soldiers of Hercules. The Queen once again prays to Aphrodite to remove the Amazons from the world of man. 3,000 years later, Wonder Woman returns to Paradise Island where she is placed under
arrest for marrying in the world of man. The trial is witnessed by Fates, as well as a host of Amazons, including Nubia. Diana begins her story by remembering a moment with Althea, guardian of the Purple Ray. Diana uses the ray to cure Dindra, a wounded deer. Althea asks if Diana will participate in the games to honor the goddess
Diana, but she replies that her mother Hippolyte does not wish her as she would have an unfair advantage with her powers. During the festival, Diana appears wearing Hercules' lion's headdress, then flees while the others pursue her. Diana goes to the shore, where she finds a man falling to the ground. Hippolyte is currently calling Althea



to testify. Althea explains that she went to identify a noise in her lab, but when she returned, the Purple Ray was gone, suggesting diana took it. Diana reveals that she took the ray to heal the man, Steve Trevor. Later, she challenged champion Mala to battle. Diana wins, and claims Mala's swan plan. Later, Hippolyte reprimands Diana for
her actions. She smells a familiar scent on Diana, then realizes that he must be a man. After Diana leaves, she orders the Amazons to search for Paradise Island and find him. Elsewhere, Diana leads Steve to the swan plane, but is ambushed by Mala and several others. Mala is then called to testify in the present time. She angrily claims
that Diana broke tradition, as well as dismissed as a lover. Mala chases Away Diana's plane, but Diana manages to escape. Mala returns to Hippolytus, who plans to recruit Medusa of Hell. Diana takes Steve back to the United States and takes him to the hospital. Then is in the hospital, Diana finds many elderly women who die and starts
to panic. She tries to run away, but she is by several soldiers. She fights them, then decides to leave. Currently, Etta Candy, called Beth, is called to testify. She remembers her first encounter with Diana: the bus that was carrying her and the Holliday Girls crash and fall off a cliff, but Diana saves them. Beth scolding Hippolyta for her
treatment of her daughter. Later, Steve is questioned by the authorities until Diana and the Holliday Girls appear. Steve then got the name Wonder Woman for the Amazon. Beth then remembers how she created the Wonder Woman costume for her. Soon after, Medusa attacks the hotel where they were staying and turns Steve into
stone. The Amazons confront Diana and order her to come with them. It does so, under the promise of a trial. Right now, Steve's stone body is highlighted. Diana reveals that she worked on the Purple Ray to affect men, and heals Steve from his petrification. Diana calls Hippolytus forward to testify, and discovers that she was born from
the seed of Hercules. Diana forgives Hippolyte's lies and kisses her, then returns to the United States to end her journey as Wonder Woman. Volume Two During World War II, Paula von Gunther led the Nazis to their newly discovered paradise island to conquer it. The battle is a side that the Amazons led by Queen Hippolyte defeat the
Nazis, send men to the world of Aphrodite to purge their love for war and replace it with loving authority, and decide to keep Paula to train her to submit to the Amazonian Code to the Island of Improvement. Before leaving, she spots a young Diana and asks her who she is. Right now, Diana aka Wonder Woman has become an icon. But a
secret council inside the Pentagon, with information taken by the Nazis on Paradise Island, plotting to conquer the island and exploit their technology. They're bringing in Dr. Leon Zeiko to do the work. Diana holds an assembly, praising her Amazonian home and their manners in relation to the world of man, but her audience offers only
criticism, with one asking why can't you put a lasso around the world?, leaving Diana to question her mission. Diana speaks to her mother, whose only advice is to learn the grief and regret that are on her mind. At this time, Hippolytus is alerted by Nubia and Mala that the swastika was left in Diana's old room. Diana plays hunting with
Steve Trevor in the new government plane they hope to overtake Amazonian technology, only for the plane to explode, but Steve is rescued. Diana and Steve have a conversation about Diana's worldview, explaining that she intimidates powerful people, while Diana defends while explaining that the government could attack the island and
prove how futile it would be. At that time, General Darnell asked Diana for help. In the Middle East, terrorists attack a negotiator and plot to traffic in captured women when Diana shows up and defeats them. She meets the negotiator, who is Zeiko in While having a drink, Diana comments on her work on armed communication, when Zeiko
turns the conversation into Diana's work, criticizing her gospel for submitting to loving authority in relationships, how her lasso is more mind control, and finally Diana herself as someone perfect who can not understand to inspire those who are not like her by all means. Diana can do nothing but defend her work as ending the endless war
and filling their worlds together. When she leaves, Zeiko concludes that Diana is like any manipulative woman. General Darnell meets his superior about lying to Diana about the mission, which the Pentagon plans to destroy Wonder Woman and attack her island they hate and fear. Darnell meets Maxwell Lord who presents his brand new
combat costumes called A.R.E.S. General Darnell meets Steve to tell him what's going on, and later Steve meets Diana about Zeiko, but his words fall on deaf ears. Back on Paradise Island, a captured Paula reveals that her intention was because Diana is her idol. At the same time, Hippolytus is said something horrible by The Fates.
Diana meets Zeiko, and by kissing her, Zeiko asks him to use the lasso on him. Using it, Zeiko reveals that the government believes Diana as a scout of a technologically advanced force planning an invasion, and that he has been hired to help them, and claims Darnell and Steve are part of it. Diana doesn't believe it at first, but then asks
what she could do, and Zeiko wonders to use the lasso on her, to see if her mission is true. She grants him, just as Zeiko uses her post-hypnotic submission on Diana to lose her powers and will. Steve comes and Zeiko controls Diana to attack her, and she obeys. In addition to revealing that the terrorist attack was a fake, Zeiko tells Diana
that the Pentagon needs her to be provocative, and prepares her for her big day. Back in Paradise Island, Paula murders Hippolyte, grabs her belt and escapes from the island. At the Women's March, Diana talks about the horrors of men over women, and declares that the Amazons will come to the world of man now to bring men to their
knees, declaring war. The council hears the news, just as Maxwell Lord enters and takes over to prepare for his invasion, and reveals the trigger to control the only person to kill Wonder Woman: Paula von Gunther. Diana sulks in her trailer when Beth Candy reveals Zeiko is known as a pick-up artist and master manipulator named Dr.
Psycho. Zeiko reveals herself and tells Diana that her mother died by the time Paula arrives and that the women are fighting. Diana and Paula fight reaches the White House, where Diana demands Paula reveal why she killed her mother, and Paula reveals that she was controlled to do so, but she did so because she loved Diana and
wanted to rule with her over the world of man. The Amazons arrive and bring Diana, Paula and Zeiko back to Paradise Island. With the battle of the A.R.E.S. the A.R.E.S. Prepared for battle, Diana believes that Ares the God of War is behind the conflicts of the world of man, and takes her place as the new queen of the Amazons. Volume
Three Diana, now queen of the Amazons, is to bring together the disparate Amazonian tribes for the first time in a millennium. Max Lord's assault on Paradise Island with his A.R.E.S. destructive armor is on the horizon, and to overcome the coming war, Wonder Woman will need all the power of her sisters by her side! Can Diana finally
bring her message of peace to the world of man, or will Max Lord's war burn the world and the Amazons to ashes? Characters See also: List of characters from Earth One - Wonder Woman: Earth One Reception IGN gave the title a positive review, stating that Wonder Woman: Earth One is not going to be a comic book for everyone. This
original graphic novel offers a more provocative version of the iconic heroine, the one that takes her back to her golden age, her bondage-obsessed roots and her dabbling in material that some readers might find uncomfortable. [6] He was #1 on the New York Times Hardcover Graphic Books Best Seller List for May 1, 2016. [7] Foreign
versions Since its original release, Wonder Woman: Earth One has been translated Portuguese, French, Italian, Japanese, Turkish, Spanish, German, Russian and Dutch: Mulher Maravilha: Terra Um (ISBN 978-8583682066), Panini Comics Brasil, Brazil Wonder Woman: Erde Eins Band 1 (ISBN 978-3741600289), Panini Comics,
Deutschland, Germany Wonder Woman: Earth One (ISBN 978-1401268633), Shogakukan-Shueisha Production, Japan Wonder Woman: Yeni Dànya Cilt Bir (ISBN 978-9750839948 ), Yap-Kredi Yay-nlar, Turkey Wonder Woman: Tierra Uno Volumen 1 (ISBN 978-84-16796-72-4), ECC Comics, Spain Wonder Woman: Terre-Un (ISBN
979-1-02-681124-4), Urban Comics, France Wonder Woman: Terra Uno Volume 1 (ISBN 978-8-89351217-6), RW Edizione Italy Mulher-Maravilha: Terra Um (ISBN 978-8583682066), Levoir/P-blico, Portugal Wonder Woman: Earth One Boek 1, RW Lion, Netherlands References - Morrison , Paquette Working on Wonder Woman: Earth
One Sequel(s) - Comic Book Resources - Wonder Woman: Earth One Vol. 2 Set For August 2018 Release - Newsarama - Collinson, Gary (October 1, 2020). Wonder Woman: Earth One Vol. 3 will be released in March 2021. Flickering myth. Recovered on October 1, 2020. Segura, Alex (December 7, 2009). WELCOME TO EARTH ONE.
DC: The Source. Archived the original on July 21, 2011. Recovered on August 21, 2011. - Hardcover Graphic Books . The New York Times. May 1, 2016. Excerpt from » « » »
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